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Notes For Question Pools (QP-1.1)
Notes
- The user accessed this screen by clicking the "Question Pools" link in the Tests & Surveys tool.
- The system will display all of the current available question pools and subpools for the user.
- The system will display a clickable arrow next to any question pools that contain subpools.
-If the user clicks on this arrow, the system will display all subpools under the parent pool.
- If the user clicks the 'Transfer Ownership' link, they will be taken to the Transfer Ownership: Select Pools screen (TOSP-1)

Transfer Ownership: Select Pools (TOSP-1)
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Question Pool 1

Robert Jacob Smith

08/3/2012

5

0
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08/3/2012
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Robert Jacob Smith

08/10/2012
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Notes For Transfer Ownership: Select Pools (TOSP-1.1)
Notes
- The user accessed this screen by clicking the "Transfer Ownership" link on the Question Pools screen (QP-1).
- The system will display all of the current available question pools and sub pools for the user.
- The system will display all information about each question pool found on the Question Pools screen (QP-1)
- This information will include: pool name, creator, last modified, questions, and subpools
- If the user clicks the link for one of these headings, the system will sort the pools ascending, then descending if clicked again.
- The system will display a checkbox next to all question pools.
- If the user selects a pool that has subpools, the subpools will be automatically selectd and cannot be unchecked unless the parent is unchecked.
- The user may select or unselect individual subpools as long as none of the pools above in the hierarchy have been selected.
- The system will display a "Select All" checkbox at the top of the page. If this checbox is selected, then all question pools on the page will automatically be
selected. If this checkbox is selected again, all question pools on the page will be unselected.
- If there are selections currently selected, and the user selects "Select All", then the remaining unchecked boxes will be checked
- The system will display a "Continue" button and a "Cancel" button.
- If the user clicks "Continue", they will be taken to the Transfer Ownership: Select User screen (TOSU-1).
- If the user clicks "Cancel", no changes will take place and they will be taken back to the Question Pools screen (QP-1).

Transfer Ownership: Select User (TOSU-1)
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Notes For Transfer Ownership: Select User (TOSU-1.1)
Notes
- The user accessed this screen by clicking the "Continue" button on the Transfer Ownership: Select Pools screen (TOSP-1).
- The system will display the following text at the top of the screen: "Enter the user ID for the new owner of the selected pools. Then click 'Continue'."
- The system will display a text box below the explanation text.
- The system will display a "Continue" button, a "Back" button, and a "Cancel" button.
- If the user has entered a valid username and clicks "Continue", they will be taken to the Transfer Ownership: Confirm Transfer screen (TOCF-1).
- If the user has entered an invalid username and clicks "Continue", the system will display the following error message on the screen: "Please enter a
valid username".
- If the user has not entered any text into the text box, the system will display the following error message on the screen: "Please enter a valid username".
- If the user clicks "Cancel", no change will take place and they will be taken back to the Question Pools screen (QP-1)
-If the user has entered text into the text box and clicks cancel, no change will take place and they will be taken back to the the Question Pools screen
(QP-1)
- If the user clicks "Back", they will be taken back to the Transfer Ownership: Select Pools screen (TOSP-1) and their selections will remain checked upon
returning to the screen.

Transfer Ownership: Confirm Transfer (TOCT-1)
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Ownership of the following pools will be transferred to Beth Anne Moore (bamoore):
Pool Name
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Question Pool 3

Robert Jacob Smith

08/10/2012

15

2

Sub Pool 1

Robert Jacob Smith

08/10/2012

5

0

Sub Pool 2

Robert Jacob Smith

08/10/2012

5

0

Robert Jacob Smith

08/17/2012

15

0
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Notes For Transfer Ownership: Confirm Transfer (TOCT-1.1)
Notes
- The user accessed this screen by clicking the "Continue" button on the Transfer Ownership: Confirm Transfer screen (TOCT-1).
- The system will display the following text at the top of the screen: "Ownership of the following tools will be transferred to Beth Anne Moore (bamoore):"
- The system will display the full name and user ID in parenthesis of the user that was selected in the Transfer Ownership: Select User screen (TOSU-1).
- The system will display the pools that were selected by the user in the Transfer Ownership: Select Pools screen (TOSP-1).
- The system will display a "Transfer Ownership" button, a "Back" button, and a "Cancel" button.
- If the user clicks "Transfer Ownership", the selected pools' ownership will be transferred to the new user. The user will be taken back to the Question Pools
screen (QP-1)
- The system will no longer display the transferred pools on the original users question pool screen
- The system will display the transferred pools on the selected users question pool screen
- If the user clicks "Cancel", no changes will take place and they will be taken back to the Question Pools screen (QP-1).
- If the user clicks "Back", they will be taken back to the Transfer Ownership: Confirm Transfer screen (TOCU-1) and the user ID that was previously entered
will remain entered in the text box upon returning to the screen.
- If a pool was shared with another user by the original owner, the pool remains shared with that user unless the new owner unshared the pool.

